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ABSTRACT 
We will see a relationship between capacities and Hausdorff measure on local field. We can rely 
on technique in the existing capacity theory on the Euclidean space, however some counterparts of 
fundamental facts such as Whitney decomposition theorem and Wolff's inequality will be required. 
After establishing those counterparts, we will see some potential theoretic features based on the stable 
process on the field. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Stochastic processes on the field Qp of p-adic numbers have been studied in 
many papers such as Albeverio and Karwowski [2,3], Albeverio and Zhao [8-10], 
Evans [ 14], Fig/l-Talamanca etal. [ 12,17], Kaneko [27-29], Karwowski and Vilela 
Mendes [32], Kochubei [36-38], Yasuda [42-44], Vladimirov et al. [40,41], etc. 
In some of these articles, stochastic process on p-adics is called random walk on 
p-adics. 
Various structural grips on stochastic processes on p-adics with real time 
parameter have been also made in those researches. More specifically, Albeverio 
and Karwowski gave intuitively understandable perspectives ofstochastic processes 
on p-adics in [2,3] including the description with Dirichlet spaces of the stochastic 
processes. Karwowski and ViMa Mendes [32] found larger families by a similar 
approach based on the simple and clear structural perspectives. In [43], Yasuda 
started with random sums of locally compact abelian group valued random variables 
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and discussed the convergence of the measures induced on the path space so that 
stochastic processes in [2,3] are obtained as the limits. In [27], the author imported 
a language of Dirichlet spaces to introduce a family of stochastic processes and 
demonstrated comparison principle which is taken for granted in analysis when 
two comparable infinitesimal generators are given. Some potential theoretic features 
such as Harnack inequalities, equilibrium measure and or-capacity based on Riesz 
potential of oE-stable process were explored by Haran [20]. 
Recently, in [38], Kochubei shown some features of Hausdorff measure on an 
infinite extension of Qp. Yasuda and the author found some properties of non- 
linear capacity on the extension i  [30], after some preliminary observation on non- 
linear capacity on finite extensions over Op, where a counterpart of Sobolev space 
introduced by Fukushima nd the author [18] played a pivotal role. The counterpart 
is associated fundamentally with a Bessel kernel and it has been investigated by 
many researchers. For instance, we can look at recent development of the theory 
in the articles by Farkas, Hirsh, Hoh, Jacob, Kazumi, Schilling, Shigekawa nd 
Song [15,16,21-24,33]. In those articles, we see many aspects of this theory which 
are tightly related to the non-linear capacity theory associated with the ordinary 
Sobolev space. 
In Section 2, we will start with a nice subclass of stochastic processes ini- 
tiated by Albeverio and Karwowski and closely look at the non-linear capacity 
based on Fukushima and the author's paper [18,26], aided by the theory recon- 
ciled in [1] based on ordinary analysis. In Section 3, some basic facts such as 
Hardy-Littlewood-Wiener theorem and Whitney decomposition will be shown on 
a local field. We will derive some other basic inequalities where a counterpart V¢ ~) 
of Bessel kernel defined from the u-stable process is involved. In Section 4, we will 
see that Wolff's inequality is valid on a local field. 
In Section 5, we will notice that if two extensions K', K of Qp with K I C K are 
given, then K contains K I as a d-set with respect to the Haar measure/zK, on K': 
Theorem 2. I f  K and K t are finite extensions of Qp satisfying K t C K, then the 
restriction 14 (o0) of the Hausdorff content determined bv the function g(x) = **Kt,mK t
xmx ' to the set K' satisfies the following properties: 
(o0) 
(i) HK, m/~,(E) = IZK,(E N K'), for any measurable subset E of K. 
(ii) there exists some positive constant c~,K, such that 
kmK~/mK ..(o0) In i  k/mK\'t kmK'/mK 
CK.X'qK <~ rtK, mK, ~t~ x, qK )) <~ qK 
for any x 6 K and integer k. 
k/mx~ Here and in the sequel, B(x, qK j stands for the ball in K centered at x with radius 
qk/mx x . As for the definition of d-set, the reader can consult he monograph [25]. 
Finally, in the section we will find some inequalities revealing a relationship 
between on-linear capacities and Hausdorff content on finite extension of Qp, 
which can be viewed as counterpart of the results obtained in the Euclidean space. 
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In what follows, we will denote the prime number by p0 and the field of p0- 
adic numbers by Qpo" The non-linear capacity will be denoted more specifically as 
(r, p)-capacity. 
2. CAPACITY 
Let K be a finite extension of the field Qpo of p0-adic numbers. Then it is 
well known that K admits a norm characterized asa unique extension of the norm 
on Qpo (see [13]). The ring R = {x ~ K [ IIx]l ~< 1} has an element 7r of maximal 
absolute value in all elements of its maximal ideal P = {x c K I [Ixll < 1}, which is 
given also as zcR. 
The residue field R/P is a finite extension of Fpo = Z/Zpo. One can choose 
a family {si}[Kl C R so that their natural images in the residue field R/P are the 
basis over the finite field Fpo. In what follows, pro K will be denoted by qK and the 
extension degree of K over Qpo by inK. Then, we can introduce the Haar measure 
/z on K normalized as iz(B(x, q~/m~)) = qgK for any integer g. 
We consider the following conditions on sequence A = {a(m)}m=_ ~.~ "
(1) a(m) >~ a(m + 1), 
(2) lim aOn)=O and lim a(m)>Oor =oc.  
m - -~ cx9 gt /~-~ - -  O0  
We denote the family of all sequences with these two properties by ,AA-K- Y. 
When such a sequence A = {a(m)},~-__ ~ is given, as Albeverio and Karwowski 
showed in [2], the regular Dirichlet space E (a) on LZ(K; It) associated with the 
semi-group is characterized by 
E(A)(IB1 , 1B2) -  
qKL+M--e+I 
qK -- 1 
(an(g - 1) - an(O), 
L /m K M/mK where B1 and B2 stand for balls in K with radii qK and qx , respectively, 
_g /mK dist(B1, B2) = qK . Denoting 
qK--1 ~ (qKa(N+i ) -a (N+i+l ) t )  
qK Z qKi exp • qK-Z]- 
i=0 
by Pt (N), we have an explicit expression 
pr(A) 1 N/mK,(~' ) = 
~(x ,q  K ) - 
Pt(N), y c B(x, qN/m~:), 
qx---L--(P,(N +e)  - Pt(N + e - 1)), 
qK - -  1 
; (N+g) /mK~ B(x, y ~ Btx,q K ) \ q(K u+e-1)/mh') 
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of the transition probability semi-group kernels { Pt (A) } of  Albeverio, Karwowski 
and Yasuda's random walk associated with A = {a(m)} E .4a-K-r (cf. [42]). For any 
r >~ 1, the kernel Vi a) is defined by 
Vr(A ) __ 1 f tr/2_le_ tPt(A ) dr. 
P(r/2) 
0 
Especially, the image of the map g(A) :L2(K;/z) --+ L2(K;/~) gives the domain 
~L-(A) of the Dirichlet form c~A) determined by the sequence A = {a (m)}. 
For the additive processes introduced by Albeverio, Karwowski and Yasuda on a 
finite extension K, determined byA = {a (m)} E .AA-K-r. The translation i variance 
of the transition probability kernels { pt ~a) } assures that the following identity gives 
the characterization of the kernel Vr(A): 
1 qK -- 1 ,'7 ~ KX--'q--i on B(0, U/ml(~ 
- -  tjK ), 
qK i=0 (qKa(N+i)-a(N+i+l)\ qr--1 q- 1) r/2 
qK--1 ~ --(g+i) 1 
Vr (A)IB(O, qN/m) = --qK 2"qKi=o ( qKa(N+£+i)-a(N+£+i+l)qK-1 + 1) r/2 
_ qK ~ onB(y ,  qN/mr) 
qKa(N+g--l)--a(N+e) qT_  1 --~ 1) r/2 
,~ (N+e)/mg with [lyll = ug 
for any integer N and positive integer g. 
Lemma 1. I f  A = m oo {a( )}m=-oo satisfies limm~-oo a(m) = oo, then g(A) (x, {x}) = 
O for any x E K. 
Proof. For any integer M, the transition probability semi-group {pt(AM)(x, dy)} 
determined by the sequence 
is 
a(m), ifm ~> M, 
aM(m) = l a(M), i fm<M,  
explicitly given as the convolution of transition probability semi-groups 
(m) ,oo  Pt /re=M, each of which is explicitly given by the identities: 
pl m) (x, dy) = 
exp(-cmt)8(x)(dy), if3' = x, 
__1 (qK- - lexp(  qK Cmt)+- - - -  
qrK qK qK -- 1 
i fy E B(x ,q~ ~inK) \ {0}, 
1 ' q~ (q~ (1 - exp( -  qK 
qK -- 1 
ify E B(x,qOn+l)/mK) " n ,  m/mx, \ t, ~X, qr ) 
1 exp(-cmt)) l~(dy),  
qK 
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with Cm = a(m) - a(m + 1). Accordingly, we see pt(AM)(x, {X}) ~--- exp( -a(M)t ) .  
By letting M --+ -oc ,  we can verify the assertion. [] 
When gr (A) (0. {0}) = 0 is satisfied, we can introduce the density function )ft (.A) (X) 
of the kernel Vr~A)(o, dx) with respect to the Haar measure It on K. Since 
vr~a)(o, K) = 1, )f(a) C L I (K ;  It). A fundamental fact on the convolution shows 
)fr(a) • f ~ LP(K; IZ) whenever f E LP(K; It). The set of Radon measures on K 
will be denoted by AA+(K) and )fr (a) * !)(X) is given by f~; v¢a)(x -- y)v(dy) for any 
v E M+(K) .  
Lemma 2. I f l imm-+_~ a(m) ---- oo, the following continuities are verified: 
(i) The fimction 1); A) * f (x )  is lower semi-continuous for anv non-negative 
function f c L P ( K ; It). 
(ii) For any non-negative fimction f E L P ( K ; It), )f(r A) * f ( x ) is continuous at any 
point x satisfying )f(r A) * f (x) < 00. 
(iii) The map v --+ )fr(a) * V is' lower semi-continuous on Ad+ (K). 
(iv) The map v ~ f I( f (x ) )f~a) * V(X ) d It (x ) is lower semi-continuous on AA+ ( K ). 
Proof. The lower semi-continuities in (i), (iii) and (iv.) can be assured, by taking 
the same procedures as in the proof  of  Proposition 2.3.2 in [1]. 
At any point x satisfying )fr(A) * f (x )  < (30, the continuity of the function 
)f(rA)f (x) can be derived from the following inequalities: 
Iv~(A) • f (x ) -  )f(A) , f(Y)I ~< f )f(A)( z @ (Y -  x) ) l f (x -  z)dit(z) 
K 
(A) .7 <.2 f V'r (~)lB(Odist(x.s,))f(x--z)dit(Z). [] 
K 
According to [18], the (r, p)-capacity Capr, p(O) of open set O C K is defined 
by 
Capr, p(O) =inf{l l f l lp  p I f  E LP(K: It) satisfying )fr (a) * f (x )  ~> 1 #-a.e. x 6 O}. 
Lemma 3. IrA = {a (m))m=_ ~ satisfies limm->-oo a (m) -= oc, 
Capr, p(O) = inf{llfll p I f  E LP(K; It), )f¢al , f (x )  >~ l for all x E 01, 
for any open set 0 in K and p > 1. 
Proof. The continuity of  1); A) * f (x )  proved in Lemma 2(ii) shows that the 
condit ion )f(r A) * f (x )  ~ 1 It-a.e. x E O implies Vi A) • f (x )  ~> 1 for all x E O. [] 
The (r, p)-capacity is extended so as to be an outer capacity as shown in [18] and 
the capacity defined in [1] is an outer capacity as seen in Proposition 2.3.5 in the 
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monograph. Therefore, those two capacities provide us with the same value for any 
subset E of  K. 
Lemma 4 .  [ f  A m ~ = {a( )}m=-~ satisfies lim,n__,_~a(m) = c~, then for anv com- 
pact set E in K and p > 1, 
CaPr, p ( E) lIp = sup{v(E) I v is a Radon measure satisfying 
supp[v] C E and IIv?' *  llp, 1}, 
where pl stands for the real number enjoying 1/ p + 1/ p I = 1. 
Proof. For any function f E LP(K; IX) satisfying ~),~r A)* f (x)  ~> 1 for all x c E, one 
sees 
K K 
IlVr  ll.,ilfll. 
Consequently, one can derive 
Capr, p(E) 1/p ~ sup{v(E) I v is a Radon measure satisfying 
supp[v] C E and [[]fir (A) *  llp, ~ 1}. 
By applying the same argument in the proof of Theorem 2.5.1 in [1], we can verify 
the identity in the assertion. [] 
3. SOME FUNDAMENTAL INEQUALITIES 
For Albeverio, Karwowski and Yasuda's random walk on K determined by A = 
{a(m)} e AA-K-r, we can introduce a counterpart of  Riesz potential l(r A) = 
fo  tr/2-! pt~a) dt, which admits a characterization given by 
(A) 
t~tu,q K ) 
1 N/mK on B(O, qx ), qK --_.....~1 Z qKi (qKa(N+i)--a(N+i+l) ]r/2 
qK i=0 \ qK--1 ] 
qK -__._..~1 ~-~ -(g.+i) 1 
qK ~ qK (qKa(N+g+i)_a(N+e+i+l))r/2 
qK--1 
--g 
qK on BgY,t N/ml¢~ - qK ) with qKa(N+e-1)--a(N+f) ~r/2 
qT-1 t 
II y II = q~x N+e)/mg , 
for any integer N and positive integer g. When I(rA)(o, {0}) = 0 is satisfied, we can 
introduce the density function ~Zr (a) (x) of  the kernel  I(r A) (0, dx)  with respect o the 
Haar measure # on K. 
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As shown in [8], each o~-stable process on K corresponds to a geometric sequence 
in AA-K-r. In what follows, we will focus only on the important class of  or-stable 
processes and take a sequence A ~ AA-K-Y given by A = {qK mu/mK }with some 
o~ > 0. We denote the density function ))(ra)(x) by F,(-~) (x) and ~,¢a)(x) by Z¢~)(x). 
For any non-positive integer k, by taking some positive constant C1 (or, r, qK), we 
see 
]2(a) (X ) = '~-~q-(k +i) { 1 
i=0 \ (  qKqK °urnK--qK °urnK + 1) r/2 
qK--1 
oo 
<~ E qK(k+i) 
i=0 
, ) 
(qKqK(k+i-1)°t/mK--qK(k+tIot/mK 1)r/2 
qK 1 + 
1 
-(k+i)ot/m K -(k+i+l)o~/m K 
(qKqK --qK )r/2 
qK--1 
o~ 
V.~r,_(k+i) ~ (k+i)ro~/2mK 1 
= ~ "IK "IK ot/m~ 
tqt: "-1V/2 i=0 ~- -~-1  ] 
r, . . --k(1--ra/2mK) = ~ltOt, r, qK)qK for any x with Ilxl] = pk/mK. 
For any integer k > 0, by taking some positive constant c2 (or, r, qK), we see 
)2r(a) (x) = EqK(k+i) 1 -(k+i+l)c~/m K i=0 qKqK (k+i)a/rnK --qg + 1)r/2 
qK--1 
_ 1 ) 
(qKq~(k+i-1)~/mK _q (l:+i'~/mK 1)r/2 / 
qr-I + 
oo 
C2(OL, r, q) E qK(k+i)( 1 
_ qKqK i°l/mK __qK (i+1)°t/mK 
i=0 "1  + ~qK ka/mK q 1 
_ , ) 
r _--kot/mK qKqK (i-1 la/mK --qK iu/mK 
1 + ~qK q- t  
~o / c~/m K
r, qK) ~-~ -(k+i) r ~ (k+i)o~/mK [qKqK -- 1 
C2(¢t' ~. ,qK  "2qK ~ ~K ~ 
i=0 
oQ 
=c2(et, r, qK) EqK(k+i)qK(k+i'c~/mKr ( qKq~/mK --- 1 (1 
i=0 2 \ qK -- I 
--°l/mK ) 
qK --__q K 
qK~--I 
" - -k ( l+° l /mK)  = pk/mK This shows that V~)(x) <<. C2(ot, r, qx)qK for any x with IIx II 
with some positive constant Ce(ot, r, qx) and that )2,. (~) c LI(K; it). 
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As a result, by defining functions 
. -k(1--roe/2m K ) 
I CI(o~, r, qK)qK 
I,.,l(X) = / if IIx II = qkx/m~ for some non-positive integer k, 
! 
/0  ifl[xl[>l, 
and 
I t'. . . --k(l+c~/mK) 
~2tot, r, qK)qK 
k/mK Jr, 1 (x) = if II x I1 = qK for some positive integer k, 
0 if[Lxbl~<l, 
it turns out that 
V(r c~) * V(X) ~ lr. 1 * V(X) + Jr, 1 * v(x) .  
By taking a similar procedure, one sees that 
f¢c~) , V(X) <~ Ir. 1 * V(X), 
for any Radon measure v on K satisfying supply] C B(O, 1). 
Remark .  Haran introduced the Riesz potential k ~ in [20], which coincides with 
constant imes of 12,1 on the unit ball B(0, 1) when mx = 1. Accordingly, Haran's 
results are closely related to our study in this respect. 
Proposit ion 1 (Hardy-Littlewood-Wiener theorem). For any Radon measure v 
with supply] C B(0, 1), 
/l({x e K [ My(x) > )~}) ~< lv(B(O, 1)) for all )~ > 0, 
where 
v(B(x, r)) 
My(x) = sup 
,.>0 #(B(x, r)) 
Proof. For any point x in the set Ex = {x e K I My(x) > ;v} with ), > 0, there exists 
r~/mK a ball B(x, qi~ ) containing x and satisfying 
rx / m K f v(dy) ) )~#(B(x, qK ))" 
B(x,qK ~/mK ) 
Whenever any couple of balls are given, they are mutually disjoint or either of 
them contains the other ball. Therefore, we can chose a disjoint subfamily {BK } of  
balls {B(x, q~-/mK)} satisfying U B(x,q~/m~) = U B, . Since one can only find 
klmx countable number of balls with radius qK in K for each integer k, the family can 
be described as a countable family { B, } of balls and their union covers Ex. 
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Accordingly, it turns out that 
f v(dy) >~ f v(dy) >/)~'~u(B,,) ~>)~u(Ex). 
r/ K [.-in Bn 
Lemma 5. For any Radon measure v with supp[v] C B(0, 1), there exist some 
positive constants C and D depending only on K such that 
(i) Ir, l * V(X) <~ Cv(B(O, 1))rc~/2mK Mv(x) ly  rc~/2mK and 
mK 
(ii) U({x ¢ K [lit, 1 .  v(x)[ > Z}) ~< D(Z-lv(B(O, 1))) mk r,~/2. 
Proof. (i) By recalling the definition of the maximal function My, we have 
f 
B(x,6) 
1 dr(v) ~< C(qK)3r~/eMv(x), 
IIY -x l l  mK-rc~/2 " 
with some constant C(qK) depending only on qx. By combining this with the 
inequality 
f 
B(x.*) c 
1 dr(y)  ~ 3ru/2-mKv(B(O, 1)), 
]]y -- x][ inK-m~2 - 
we obtain 
Ir, 1 * V(X) <~ C(qK)Sr°t/2Mv(x) + 3 rc~/2-mK v(B(O, 1)). 
The inequality in the assertion is obtained by taking 
= \C(qK)MV(x)}  
(ii) The inequality is derived by the following estimates with the positive constant 
C in (i): 
(/ }) l z X E K [ My(x)  1-r°t/2mK > Cv(B(O, 1)) roe/2'nK 
mK 
<~ bt x ~ K [ My(x)  > Cv(B(O, i ) )  rcl/2mK 
1 
<~ U x e K I My(x)  > \Cv(B~,,-1))ra/2} 
1 
(Cv(B(0,1))ra/2~ mK_ra/2 P( B(O, I ) ) 
~ (Cv(B(0 ,1 ) ) )  mK-rc~/2 
- [ ]  
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Some basic facts in a potential theoretic analysis relies on Whitney decomposi- 
tion theorem. We now attempt to rethink the decomposition theorem so that it works 
on non-Archimedean metric space. 
Proposition 2. For any non-empty closed set F in K, there exists at most countable 
collection of balls { BF,~ } such that 
(a) ~ Bv,  n = F ~, 
(b) {BF,~} are mutually disjoint, 
(C) tlK~l/mK diam(BF, n) = dist(BF,n, F) for all n. 
k/rnK Proof. Since one can only find countable number of balls with radius qK in K 
for each integer k, it suffices to find a family {BF,n} of balls satisfying (a), (b) and 
(c) for any non-trivial closed set F. 
For any arbitrarily fixed non-trivial closed set F and any point x ~ F, we can take 
Umr diam(B(x, q~:/mK )) = a ball B(x, q~/mK) enjoying B(x, q~/mK) C F c and qK 
dist( B(x, qr~/mK ), F). 
On the other hand, if any couple of balls are given, they are mutually disjoint 
or either of them contains the other ball. Therefore, we can chose a disjoint 
rx/mK ~ F c. subfamily {BK} of balls {B(x, q~/mK)} satisfying U BK = U B(x, qK ) 
This subcollection {B~} can be described as a countable family {BF,n} of balls, 
whose union covers F c. As a result, it turns out that every non-trivial closed set F 
admits a family {Bv,~} of balls with properties (a), (b) and (c). [] 
Proposition 3. For any 1 < p < ~ and gmK ~ > r > 0, there exist some positive 
constants AI, A2 and A3 such that 
where 
[[Mr, lVllp ~ A1 ]llr, l , Vllp ~ A21]~¢ ~) * Vllp ~ A3llMr, lV[Ip, 
v(B(x, p)) 
Mr, iV(x)= sup 0<p 41 ~( B(x, p ) ) 1-r°t/zmK 
Proof. Since there exists a positive constant Cl satisfying Jr, I <~ cI 1B~O, 1) * Jr, t, one 
sees that Jr, 1 * v <<. Cl Jr, 1 * 1B(0,I) * V <<. CI Jr, 1 * Mr, l V, which implies 
IlJr,1 * V[lp <~ I]ClJr,1 * mr, lVllp <. cl II Jr, i II11[mr, lVllp. 
Therefore, the estimate V(r ~) * v(x) <<. lr, i * V(X) + Jr.1 * v(x) obtained in the 
beginning of this section implies that 
II Vr'~' * vllp ~ c2{[Ir,1 * VHp -}-c2l[mr, l V[[p, 
for some positive constant c2 > 0. Accordingly, it suffices to show that 
]l/r, 1 * vllp ~ c3[]mr, lVllp. 
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n z n/m K x By setting 0. (x) = qK 1B(0, I)tqK X) for n ~ Z, we find some positive constant 
Co satisfying 
(x) 
CO l lr, l * V(X) ~ Z qKran/2mK On * V(X) ~ COlr,2 * p(x).  
n=0 
On the other hand, it is not difficult o see that by redefining the constant Co we have 
_ --rctn/2mK .. 
CoIMr ,  lV(X) ~ sup  qK 'In * V(X) ~ COMr,2V(x ). 
n>~O 
By applying Proposition 2 to the closed set F = {x ~ K I lr, 1 * v(x) <~ ~.}, we 
o~ obtain a countable collection of balls {BF,n}n= 0 whose union disjointly covers 
{x c K J Ir.l * v(x) > )q. By subdividing every ball with radius greater than qK 2link 
in this collection into balls with radius qK 2~ink , we redefine a countable collection 
of balls {BF,n}n= 0 whose union covers {x 6 K I Ir. 1 * v(x) > )q. We pick out a ball 
BF, n from this collection and then consider the restriction vn, 1 of v to the ball BF, n 
_ UmK diam(BF,n) so that we have the decomposition concentric to BF,n with radius qK 
l) = Pn,l -]- Pn.2- Since Vn,t(K) <~ !)(BF, n) ~ A#(BF ,  n)l-r°t/2mK Mr. 11) on BF,n with 
some positive constant A, we figure out from Lemma 5(ii) that the condition 
Mr, lv(x) <~ e)~, for some x ~ BF,n implies 
mK 
/z({x 6 BF, n [ Ir. 1 * Vn, l(x) > a)~/2}) ~ bgmK-re~/2 ~(OF,n) 
for some positive constants a and b. 
-a/mK diam(BF, n) and If there exists a point xl in F such that dist(xl, BF,n) = qK 
Ir.1 * V(Xz) <~ )~, then diam(BF,,) ~< qK 3~ink and there exists some positive constant 
A4 satisfying 
• l_rot/2m K f 1 
IrA * Vn,2(X) ~< A4 d ][Xl __ y[imx_rOt/2 dv2(y) 
B(x, 1) 
• l_ro!/2m K f 1 
A 4 d [IXl _ yl[mK_rot/2 dr(y) 
B(xl,l) 
1-rot/2m K
A 4 ~ for  al l  x c BF,n. 
Accordingly, the left-hand side admits an upper bound as/~,1 * v.,2(x) < a)~/2. 
This implies that 
l z ({xEBF,  n IL . I *V(x )>a)~})  
be~lZ(BF ,n)  +/z({x ~ BF.n I Mr,, v(x) > e~.}) 
for some positive constants a and b. 
1/mK If BFm does not admit any point Xl in F satisfying dist(xl, BF,n) = qK " 
diam(BF..) and Ir,1 * V(Xl) ~< )~, then diam(BF,.) t> q;2/mK, 
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f 1 dvn,2(y) Ir, 1 * Vn,2(x) ~ ii x -- yllmK_rot/2 
B(x, 1) 
f 1 dr(y), ~< Itx - -  yll mK-ra/2 
-2/tt K B(x,1)kB(x,q K ) 
for any x ~ BF, n . 
This is because y ~ BF,n implies [Ix - yll > qK 2~inK. Therefore, one sees 
-- inK. -roe~2 1"  
IrA * vn,2(x) ~< qK mK ) 
B(x, l) 
dr(y) <~ Mr, IV(X). 
If Mr, iV(X) <~ eL and if the positive number a is sufficiently large, then IrA * 
vn,2(x) < aL/2. This implies 
m_K. 
<<. bemK rc'/21*(BF,n) + /J.,({X C BF,n I Mr, lV(X) > 6L}) 
for some positive constants a and b. Taking the unions of the sets in the both sides, 
we have 
I~({X EK  [Ir, l *U(X)  >aL})  
mK_ 
V bsmK-r°~/2"({X E K llr,1 * v(x) > L}) + bt({x E K[Mr, lV(X) > EL}). 
By multiplying both sides by L p -1  and taking integral of each term with respect to 
the variable, we obtain 
aR 
a -p f / z ({x  C K I Ir,1 * v(x) > L})L p-1 dL 
0 
R 
<. be mK-r~12 /J(lx E K I It, 1 * v(x) > )v})Lp-ldL 
o 
eR 
+e-P f #({X ~ K IMr, lV(X) >)~})LP-ldL. 
0 
By taking e small enough and letting R --+ oo, it turns out that 
a ~ f (lr, l * U(X)) p du(x )~ g-P f (Mr, lU(X)) p dl)(x). 
K K 
[] 
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4. A COUNTERPART OF WOLFF 'S  INEQUAL ITY  
In this section, we again introduce the functions 
qn(x) =q~;1B(O,1)Qr-nx) forn =0,  1,2 . . . . .  
Since we have 
f dr(y) Ir, 1 * V(X)  = [I x __ .c[imK_rot/2 
J I I  
B(0,1) 
0 . n. k/mK. ~-, vttstx, qK ) \ B(x, qk - l ' /mx) )  ~k . 
Z.~ k( l -rot /2m K) 
k=-~ qK 
0 v(B(x,  qkK/mX)) 
~ k(l--rot/2mK) 
k=-~x~ qK 
0 0 
Z k/mK 5-. ---- v(B(X, qK ) \ B(x ,q~ 1Vmx)) 1 .g(1 rot/2m K ) 
k=-~ g=k qK 
0 " ~"  k/mK" \ B(x, q(k-1)/,nKK )) X-" vtmx,  qK ) 
As A.. k( l--ro~/2m K ) 
k=-oo qK 
we obtain that 
0 
Ir 1 * v(X) ~ Z -'kr°t/2mK • qK ~k * v(x) <~ ASIru * v(x) 
k=-oo 
and that 
krot/2mK Mr, IV(x) <~ supq K rlk * v(x) <~ ASMr, lV(X) 
k<~O 
with some positive constant As. Since 
0 
krot/2mK { ~ / krot/2mK U(x))P) lip 
supq K qk * v(x) <. ~k=2.~ tqK qlc * 
k<~O 
0 
Z krcc/2mK.. qx qk * V(x), 
from Proposition 3 we can derive the following lemma: 
Lemma 6. For any r > 1 and p > 1 with 0 < rot~2 < mK, there exists a positive 
constant AK such that 
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AK2IiV- ~ c0 * VII p ~ AKli[Ir, 1 * V]lp 
{ X -~ [ kra/2mK ~ 1/pll 
< IlMr, lV[Ip <~ Ale ~k=~.ff_~ I, qK r~k *v(x)) p) p 
<- I l v f  * 
for any Radon measure v on K. 
Here, we introduce a function W~p(X), -= /_..k=-oo'tiev'° gr~p'/2,,u,.t,l~ * v(x)) p'-I 
with the real number p~ satisfying 1/p + 1/p' = 1. Then, we have W~p(X) = 
~oo ~ k(mK--roep/2)/mK ~n. --k/mK...p~--i 
k=OtqK VtDtX' qK ))) " 
Theorem 1. For any r > 1 and p > 1 with 0 < rpot/2 < mK, there exists apositive 
constant C(r, p, qie) such that 
C(r, p, qie)-l f []2¢c~)v(x)lP'dlz(X) <~ f W~p(x)dv(x) 
K K 
<. C(r, p, qK) f IV(rOe)v(x) I p' dp (x). 
K 
Proof. By replacing p with p', from Lemma 6 we can derive that 
0 
C(r,p, qie)-lf[w~)v(x)[P'dU(x)<.f ~ '--kr~/2"~- tqie rlk * v(x)) p' dlx(x) 
K K k=-oo 
<. C(r, p, qie) f ]]2r~'~'v(x)I p' dp(x) 
K 
for some positive constant C(r, p, qie). Since 
o 
f W~,'p(x)dlo(x) f 52 "kr°lp?2mK = vie (ok * v(x)) p'-1 dv(x). 
K K k=-~ 
the assertion has been proved by the following identities: 
0 
f ~_~ kroep'/2mK p'--I qie (rll~ * v(x)) tll~ * v(x) dlz(X) 
K k=-oc 
0 
f Z kr°ep'/2rnK[ 1)(xl)P'-l~k*lA(x)dP(x) = qK t ~1~ *
K k=-~ 
0 = f ?C -kreepl/2mK [~ qK tqk * v(x) UJ 
K k=-oo 
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5. HAUSDORFF MEASURE AND NON-LINEAR CAPACITY 
Here, we recall the definition of Hausdorff content Hg ~)  (E) of subset E C K with 
respect to increasing function g on [0, cx~) satisfying (0) = 0. 
For any given E C K, we consider a countable family of balls {B(xi, qr~/mK)} 
r i / m K satisfying E C ~Ji B(xi, qx ). Then, the Hausdorff content Hg ~)  (E) of the set 
E is defined by 
) ri/m K UB(x i qr /mK)} {B(xi,qK )} satisfying E C , . 
• i 
The Hausdorff measure Hg (E) of E is defined as limp~0 Hg (p~ (E), where 
inf Zg(q~c ~inK) = {B(xi,q~/mK)} satisfying E cUB(x i ,q~; /mK)  
i 
ri/mK ~ t0 for all i }. with q x 
As pointed out in [1], Hausdorff content can often be more useful than the 
Hausdorff measure. In what follows, we will focus on Hausdorff content. 
Theorem 2. I f  K and K' are finite extensions of Qpo satisfying K' C K, then the 
restriction 1-1(~) of the Hausdorff content determined by the function g(x) = "'Kf mK , 
x inK' to the set K' satisfies thefollowingproperties: 
(i) (~  O~t,mKt (E) = tZK'(E A K'), for any measurable subset E of K, 
(ii) there exists some positive constant cx,x, such that 
krnKl/mK (~) k/mK kmKt/mK 
CK.K'qK ~H~:',m~,(B(X'qK ))<~qK 
for any x E K and integer k. 
~/mK' " K' Remark.  Any ball B(x, qx' ) in is decomposed into qK' balls with radius 
k- l i ra K, 
qK' . Therefore, under the assumption of the theorem, we can derive from 
. k/mKI, k--l/m K, 14(oo) g(qK' ) = qK,g(q K, ) that ..K,,mK, coincides with the restriction of Haus- 
dorffmeasure Hg to K'. 
Proof. (i) For any e > 0, we can find a covering {B(xi, qr~/mK)} of the set 
rimKr/mK i4(~) E A K'  satisfying HK'~')m, K' (E) ~< Y~i qK < .~K, mi; ' (E) + e. Since we easily 
rimKt/mK know I~K,(B(xi,q~/mK) (-1 K l) ~ qx for any i, we obtain /zK,(E fq K') ~< 
HK ~)  (E). On the other hand, for any e > 0, we can find a family of balls 
I,m K! 
r~/mK' ! K '  {x ~ K' [ ]Ix - x~[] ~< qlc' } centered at x i c so that it covers E A K'  and 
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r! ,~ ,  t r~/mK',~ 
satisfies ~i  q~, <tlK '(E f-) K') + e. The balls iI~txi, qK' )J in K can play a 
role of covering in the definition of the Hausdorff content of E A K r. Therefore, we 
have ~4~) .~K,.mK, (E ) ~ IZK,(E A K'). 
(ii) We can derive these inequalities from (i) and the fact that there exists 
kmKl/mK some positive constant cK,x, satisfying cK.x'q K <~ lz ~;, ( B(x, q~/mi~ ) f~ K') <~ 
kmKr/mK q~; for any x E K and integer k. [] 
Remark. This shows that any subextension K ~ of K is viewed as a cotmterpart of 
d-set. As for the definition of d-set in the Euclidean space, the reader can consult 
the monograph [25]. 
By denoting by u(~) the Hausdorff content determined by g, we have the --g 
following lemma: 
Lemma 7. 
(i) I f  a function g with g(O) = 0 is increasing on [0, cx~) and if  v is a Radon measure 
k/mK on K satisfying v(B(x, qK )) <~ g(qkK/mK) for any x E K and k ~ Z, then 
supply] C E implies 
v(E) <<. H~g~)(E), 
where E stands for a compact set in K. 
(ii) For an increasing function g on [0, cx~) with g(O) = 0 and any compact set 
/ k /mK,  E C K, there exists a measure v on K satisfying v(B(x, q~K/mK)) <. gtqK 
for any x E K and k ~ Z and 
H(°°)(E) <~ Agv(E)  
with some positive constant Ag. 
Proof. These assertions can be proved by taking similar arguments in proof of 
Theorem5.1.12 in [1]. [] 
For any compact set E C K with H(g°°)(E) > O, take the maximal integer 
satisfying tqK" e/mx,) <~ H~g°°) (E) and define 
g / ~ k/m K . 0 ' - I  
= ~--" [ gtqK ) )p ' - I  Z ( ) Cg E  ~, " l ~ x )  + HCg~(E)p' 1 1 P 
' ~k(1-r~tp/2m K) 
k=-~x~ ~K k=~+l ' '~K 
Theorem 3. I f  O < rpet/2 < mK and if an increasing function g on [0, oo) with 
g(O) = 0 satisfies 
0 - l -k /mK~ 1 { gl.qK ) 1/(p- l )  
~ k(rnK_rotp/2)/mK < 00, 
k=-oo "qK  
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then there exists a constant  Cg,E independent of g and E such that 
H(g~}(E) <~ C(r, p, qK)P-IC;,E 1 CaPr, p(E). 
Proof. For any compact set E with H~ ~} (E) > 0, thanks to Lemma 7, we can take a 
Radon measure v satisfying supp[v] C E, v(B(x, qeK/mK)) <~ g(qeK/mK ) for any £ 6 Z 
and the inequalities AglHg {~1 (E) ~< v (E) ~< Hg (~} (E) with some positive constant 
Ag. On the other hand, Theorem 1 shows that 
f( f V(r~) * v(x)) d#(x) <. C(r, p, qK ) Wr, p(x) dv(x). 
K K 
Since 
OQ 
V ~"~t k(mK--rpc~/2)/mK Wr, p(X) -~ ~_.,[qK v(B(x, qKk/mK)) p'-I) <~ Cg,E 
k=O 
with some positive constant Cg,E , we see 
IlVr * C(r .  .,- , , 
Combining this with Lemma 4, we can derive 
v(E) v(E)I-1/P '
Capr, p (E )  1/p ~ 
]112 (~) * VII p' ,'~ . . . . . .  1 /p '~ l /P '  w~t, 1 J, qK)  L-'g,E 
>/ H(gC~)(E) I/p 
with some positive constants Cg,E. [] 
,i ~ 1/P' C 1/p'  ' C(r 'p"I -"  g,E 
Corollary. For any compact set E in K and Pl, P2 > 1 satisfying 0 < r2~p2/2 <~ 
rl~pj/2 <<, mK with some positive constants rl, r2, there exists a constant Cg 
independent orE such that 
(i) H(g~)(E) mK-rlple~/2 ~ Cg CaPrl,pl (E) mK-r2p2c~/2, ifr2P2~/2 < r~plet/2 < 
nlK,  
(ii) (1 + log+ ~ )1-pl <~ Cg Caprl,p~ (E), if r2P2et/2 < r~plot/2 = mK, 
(iii) H(~)(E) pI-1 <~ Cg CaPrl,pl(E)P2-1 , if r2P2~/2 = rlpl~/2 = ml( and Pl < 
P2, 
. k /mK.  k(1--r2P2C~/2mK) k/m K where gtql¢ ) = qI( in (i) and (ii) ~1-p2  and g(qx ) = (log+ qK k/m K 1 
in (iii). 
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Proof.  (i) Firstly, one sees 
Cg.E ~ CI~.(E) (pll-1)(rlpla-r2p2a)/2 "Jr" C2H(g~)(E)Pl-1)~(E)-(P]-I)(mK-rlpl°t/2) 
with some positive constants C1, C2 and ;L(E) ----- min{Hg(°Z)(E), 1} l/(mK-r2p2a/2). 
Therefore, i f  Hg (°°) (E) < 1, Cg.E admits an upper bound 
(Pl - i ) ( r lP l ° t / - - r2P2 ct/2) 
C3H(g~)(E) 'nK-r2pza/2 with some positive constant C3. 
I f  H(g~)(E) ~> 1, the constant Cg.E is determined independently of  Hg (~) (E). This 
implies that 
r I PlOt/2-r2P2Ot/2 
__gHt°Z)(E) ~C4H~°Z)(E) mK-r2P2O7/2 Caprl,pl (E), 
with some positive constant C4. 
(ii) Since we have 
Cg,E ~ C1)~(E) (ml(-ar2p212j(p]-l) + H(g°Z)(E)P]-I log - -  1 
ME)  
with some positive constant C5 in the case Hg (~) (E) < l, we can observe 
_1 ~ pl -1 
H(g~)(E) 4.% CsH(g°°)(E)(1 +log+ CaPr|.pl (E), 
for any value of H~ (~) (E). 
(iii) Similarly to the proof of  Corol law 5.1.14 in [1], by taking a positive real 
number 8(E) satisfying g(8(E)) = (log ~(_~)1-p2 = H(~)(E) with ~(E) < 1, we 
have 
£ 
Cg'E ~ E ~-[-k/mg~p]-l ] Hg(E)Prl-llel 
~(E) (l_p2)(p~_l)dr °°) (E)  p l -1  
C 6 log - -  + ' 
r 
0 6(E) 
2 ~(Pl-P2)(p~-I) [_H(~)(E)P,I_llog__~E) ) 
. . P_LAZ~p, -1) 
<< C6H~J(E) 1-p2 1 
with some positive constant C 6. Thus, it turns out that 
H(ge~)(E)Pl-1 ~C6 Caprl,pl (E) p2-1 . 
In either case, the inequalities in the assertion have been verified. [] 
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